¹⁹F nuclear magnetic resonance screening of glucokinase activators.
Human hexokinase enzyme IV (EC 2.7.1.1) catalyzes the phosphorylation of glucose and regulates the level of glucose. This enzyme exhibits strong positive cooperativity due to an allosteric transition between an inactive form and a closed active form. This form can be stabilized by activators and, thus, can increase its turnover by a kinetic memory effect characterized by a slow decay to the inactive state. The structural details of this kinetic allostery are known. Several synthetic activators have been reported. We present a preliminary nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) screening of a chemical library in search of molecules with some affinity for glucokinase (GK). The library, composed of eight molecules with known activity as well as molecules that display no interaction, has been tested using the FAXS (fluorine chemical shift anisotropy and exchange for screening) method, based on monitoring the R2 relaxation of the (19)F spin. To ensure a valid interaction measurement, the enzyme was placed in the presence of glucose and magnesium. The binding signal of one known fluorinated ligand was measured by determining the displacement of the known ligand. This simple measure of the (19)F signal intensity after an 80-ms spin echo correlates nicely with the EC50, opening a route for NMR screening of GK activators.